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LIGHT EXTENSION Dining Table
- designed by Matthew Hilton

Interested in the idea “impossible lightness”, Matthew Hilton fi nds 
ingenious ways of working with wood to achieve his desired form. The 
Light Extending Table has a tabletop made from engineered solid wood: 
an advanced material that harnesses the beauty, strength and durability 
of solid wood, while increasing the design possibilities when used as a 
planar material.

This innovative dining table extends with ease and elegance, offering 
three possible lengths. Set upon sculptural legs, the tabletop opens 
effortlessly and cradles the two leaves in a fabric-lined compartment 
when not in use.

Available in American black walnut fi nished with a Danish oil, or American 
white oak fi nished with a Danish oil or a white oil.

Dimensions (mm)
W2000/2450/2900 × D1000 × H735 
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LIGHT FIXED Dining Table
- designed by Matthew Hilton

Interested in the idea “impossible lightness”, Matthew Hilton fi nds 
ingenious ways of working with wood to achieve his desired form. The 
Light Rectangular Table has a tabletop made from engineered solid wood: 
an advanced material that harnesses the beauty, strength and durability 
of solid wood.

Available in American black walnut fi nished with a Danish oil, or American 
white oak fi nished with a Danish oil or a white oil.

Dimensions (mm): 1900L x 1000D x 735H 

2400L x 1000D x 735H 
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LIGHT OVAL Dining Table
- designed by Matthew Hilton

Interested in the idea “impossible lightness”, Matthew Hilton fi nds 
ingenious ways of working with wood to achieve his desired form. The 
Light Rectangular Table has a tabletop made from engineered solid 
wood: an advanced material that harnesses the beauty, strength and 
durability of solid wood.

Available in American black walnut fi nished with a Danish oil, or 
American white oak fi nished with a Danish oil or a white oil. 

dimensions (mm): 1900L x 1100D x 735H 
2400L x 1100D x 735H 
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